
 2007 
Châteauneuf-

du-Pape Tasting 
 

Saturday, December 12, 2015 at 7 PM 
 

To Bring: Yourself 
Where: St. Mark’s Episcopal Church parish hall, 111 S. Jefferson, Moscow 
How Much: $42 for all (Please email Tim that you are coming in addition to sending in the coupon) 
Contact: Tim Steffens, timsteffens@mac.com, 208-883-4533 
 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape (CdP) has long been one of our favorite wine regions and the the 2007 vintage 
generated lots of excitement as the "vintage of a lifetime”. We’re therefore very excited to offer a tasting 
of this exceptional vintage. We have structured this tasting to capture the diversity of wine-making styles 
that have developed in the appellation. Modern vintners are using more oak, including some who use new oak 
even for their grenache. An intermediate (called progressive) approach is to only use neutral oak for 
grenache and a bit of new oak for some of the other varieties, whereas traditional vintners use whole 
cluster fermentation (including stems) in cement tanks, with only well-used large oak foudres used for aging. 
The timing should be perfect; the modern-style wines should be mature and the traditional-style should 
be just waking up. We’ll provide some classic stewed meats that should pair perfectly with CdP. This will be 
a great way to learn about this fantastic appellation. 
 
Flight 1: Modern Style - Grapes de-stemmed, liberal use of new oak. 
Paul Autard Châteauneuf-du-Pape 
Domaine Roger Perrin Vielles Vignes 
Paul Autard "Cuvée La Côte Ronde" 

 
Flight 2: Progressive Style - Grapes mostly de-stemmed, no oak for 

grenache, but small barrels used for syrah/mourvedré. 
Chateau del la Gardine 
Domaine Grand Veneur Châteauneuf-du-Pape 
Cuvée du Vatican "Tradition" Châteauneuf-du-Pape 

 
Flight 3: Traditional Style - Grapes not de-stemmed, fermentation in cement 

or stainless tanks, aging in large neutral barrels (foudres). 
Raymond Usseglio et Fils Châteauneuf-du-Pape 
Domaine de Villeneuve "Vieilles Vignes" 
Bosquet des Paper "Chante le Merle" 

 
Flight 4: Traditional Standards 
Vieux Telegraphe La Crau Châteauneuf-du-Pape 
Ch. de Beaucastel Châteauneuf-du-Pape         

 
There will only be 24 spots available for reservation so please send in your reservations early and 
please email Tim Steffens, timsteffens@mac.com, in addition to sending in your coupon below for reservations. 
For more information on the event, please contact Jack Sullivan: jacks@uidaho.edu. 
 
To reserve a spot, mail in this coupon and your check to (and email Tim Steffens, timsteffens@mac.com): 
 
                  Palouse Chapter, PO Box 8274, Moscow, ID 83843 
 
St. Mark’s Episcopal Church does not sponsor this event. 
-----------------COUPON-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Willing to brave the deep p…., err earth, found in Châteauneuf-du-Pape  I (we) will attend the 2007 Châteauneuf-du-
Pape tasting on December 12, 2015 at 7:00 PM. I have enclosed a $_______ check for ____ people (@$42/person) 
 
Name ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Street____________________________________________________________________ 
 

City _____________________State ____________________Zip ___________ 
 
Phone: Daytime ___________________________Nighttime __________________ 
 
email address_________________________________________________________ 


